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National Heritage Responders (NHR)

Conservators, archivists, collection managers, and other professionals, located across the country

The public can reach NHR at: NHRpublichelpline@culturalheritage.org

NHR Hotline: 202.661.8068
FAIC Timeline for KY Flooding Response

- **July 25-30, 2022**: Flooding occurs in Eastern Kentucky
- **July 30, 2022**: NHR volunteers conduct virtual assessment of Appalshop’s impacted spaces
- **August 10, 2022**: FAIC sends supplies to impacted institutions
- **August – October 2022**: FAIC staff attends weekly coordination calls with Kentucky Arts Council
- **September 28, 2022**: NEH Chair office awards FAIC $30,000 to support NHR efforts
- **November 7-11, 2022**: FAIC deploys three NHR volunteers to Whitesburg, KY to assist Appalshop
- **March 7-11, 2023**: FAIC deploys three more NHR volunteers to Whitesburg, KY to assist Appalshop
- **March 26-31, 2023**: FAIC facilitates final deployment to Hindman, KY, to assist Hindman Settlement School and Appalachian School of Luthiery
Whitesburg, Kentucky
What is Appalshop?

- Founded in 1969 as the “Appalachian Film Workshop”
- Became nonprofit community known as “Appalshop” in 1974
- Has operated WMMT-FM (Mountain Community Radio) since 1985
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Hindman, Kentucky
The Alliance for Response Initiative
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Alliance for Response (AFR)

- AFR brings cultural heritage and emergency management professionals together at the local level
AFR Goals

1) To build relationships

2) To educate cultural heritage and emergency management professionals

3) To develop strong, ongoing networks to facilitate effective local response
Alliance for Response Network Locations
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Network Resources

- www.culturalheritage.org/afr
Network Resources

- community.culturalheritage.org
Network Resources

- learning.culturalheritage.org